
 

 

 

 

 

HOHL’S BRAND STOCK FEEDS 
Hohl’s brand stock feeds are locally manufactured at our mill,  

using locally grown grains and fresh, quality ingredients. 
 

CALF GOAT  

HOHL’S CALF STARTER 16%  (decox) 
HOHL’S CALF 14% GROWER **   

HOHL’S ANNS GOAT 14.5%                     

CHICKEN HORSE 

HOHLS CHICKEN GROUND 19%  
HOHL’S  SCRATCH       

HOHL’S HORSE 14%     
HOHL’S HORSE 11%                                

DEER PIG 

HOHL’S DEER FEED  23%                   HOHL’S PIG STARTER 18% 
HOHL’S PIG FINISHER 14%         

 

** The 14% Calf grower could also be called an all stock feed. It is a non-medicated 

feed that would be suitable for horses, sheep, cattle, chickens or hogs. 

Other Hohl’s Stock Feed Ingredients: 

34% DCX Pellets 

37% Dairy Pellet 

40% Rumenson Pellets 

46% Soybean Meal 

Distillers Grains 

Linseed Meal 

Roasted Soybeans 

At Hohl’s we also bag our own: Shell Corn, Cracked Corn, Feed Oats, Bin 

Run Wheat, Bin Run Rye and Soybeans. 

See more for Nutritional Content  ▬► 
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16% CALF STARTER  

  



 

 14% CALF GROWER  

  



 

 19% CHICKEN  

  



 

 HOHL’S CHICKEN SCRATCH 

  

WHAT IS SCRATCH AND 
WHAT IS THE BENEFIT? 

Scratch grains are both a feeding method as well 
as a type of feed. The method involves scattering 
your chicken’s feed on the ground, which 
encourages them to scratch at the ground with 
their feet to reveal the food. 

If you are trying to keep tame chickens, scratch 
grains is a great option. Many people feed their 
chickens from bulk feeders which are impersonal 
and distant. By scattering the feed yourself, the 
chickens will run right up to you and learn to 
associate people with happiness. 

Offering your chickens an activity while they eat 
gets them up and about. Not only do they get 
exercise, but is a good way to get them up so you 
can collect their eggs more easily. Foraging is 
healthy exercise for chickens and discourages lazy 
behavior. 

When and How Much Scratch Grains Should I Feed 
My Chickens? Scratch grains are low in protein and 
high in calcium, both of which mean you cannot 
form a complete diet out of these grains alone. 
Scratch grains should not be used as a replacement 
for normal feed, but as a grain supplement. Too 
much grain means that the chickens will not have 
an appetite for normal food. Only about 10% of the 
chicken’s diet should be composed of scratch 
grains. The best time to feed chickens is in the 
afternoon after they have finished eating a 
complete feed. They should be able to eat what 
you’ve put down within 20 minutes.  

In short, scratch grains are a great way to 
supplement your chicken’s diet and encourage health 
behavior, like scratching and socialization. Just make 
sure not to let it dominate your hen’s diet. 

 



 

 23% DEER  

 

 

 

 

  



 

 ANNS GOAT 14.5%  

 

 

 

 

  



 

 HOHL’S 14% HORSE 

  



 

 HOHL’S 11% HORSE 

  



 

18% PIG STARTER 

  



 

 HOHL’S 14% PIG FINISHER 
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